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Sodium-sulfur (NAS) Battery for Large-scale Energy Storage

NGK Insulators, Ltd.

Basic Concept or Summary
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u NAS batteries are stationary storage batteries, which use 
sodium and sulfur, and are capable of storing a large 
amount of electric energy and supplying it as required. 
That is, the electric energy stored during night can be 
utilized in daytime when the demand is high. In addition, 
the fast response in charging and discharging performance 
makes NAS battery applicable for absorbing fluctuation in 
renewable generations such as wind or solar power, and 
emergency power source.
Furthermore, NAS battery makes possible generators 
operated at the optimum and stable rated conditions by 
absorbing excess generation, resulting in minimizing fuel 
consumption and reduction of CO2 emissions.

u Applicable for on-site distributed installations to large-scale 
centralized installations (Installation Results of 50 MW per 
site)

u High energy density - about three times of lead acid battery.
u High charging and discharging efficiency – Battery cell : 

90%(DC), Total including PCS : 75%(AC)
u Long life time : 15 years, 4,500 cycles at rated discharging

NAS battery consists of battery 
cells that contain sodium as 
negative electrode and sulfur as 
positive electrode separated by 
ceramic solid electrolyte 
(β-alumina) and are sealed in a 
metallic housing.
The battery module consists of 
these battery cells in a 
heat-insulated case.
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Container Type NAS Battery Unit Configuration

Structure of Battery Cell Principle of battery

Single cell
Φ9cm×H50cm
1200Wh

Battery module
W1.5m×D2.0m×H0.8m
33kW /200kWh

Container unit
W6.1m×D2.4m×H2.6m
200kW /1200kWh
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Effects or Remarks
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Installation in Practice or Schedule

u NAS battery can make generators operated at the optimum and stable rated conditions, resulting in 
minimizing fuel consumption and reduction of CO2 emissions. Besides, investment deferral of power 
facilities can be possible by distributing NAS batteries to demand side even if the power demand grows.

u Since NAS battery can stabilize the intermittent renewable energy such as wind or solar power, power 
generation by renewable energy can be remarkably increased. And, such a stabilized output by NAS 
battery can be also traded more favorably the power market.

u The importance of energy storage is growing among smart grid or micro-grid applications. Large scale 
energy storage system with NAS battery is ready to meet such requirements.

NAS Batteries of about 560MW / 4,000MWh （Japan 390MW / 2,800MWh） operate in more than 200 
locations

NAS Battery Equipment (34 MW/245 MWh)  at a 
Wind Farm Case

In-plant NAS Battery Equipment 
(2.4 MW/17.3 MWh) Case
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Renewable Energy
(Avoiding suppression output/Output stabilization)
Transmission and Distribution System
(System stabilization/Load leveling/Surplus power storage)
Electricity Consumers
(Electric charges reduction/Emergency power supply/Instantaneous voltage drop avoidance)
Remote Island/Regional Power Grid/ Microgrids
(Realization of a power supply system centered on renewable energy)
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